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12 degrees Aquarius

The Angels of The Cosmic Language
Also known as
The Angels of

Hatuny
Beloved,
Children are born with innate understanding that reality can be
magically, or miraculously, changed.
That is why children of all ages, including the inner child self of adults,
love fairy tales and spiritual stories
about people with supernatural powers that change fate for the better,
to bring about supreme happiness for all.
In the cycles of life, for those consciously on the spiritual path, we
inspire books, movies, and songs that present preparatory concepts for
creating new realities.
Finally, with enough spiritual maturity, the good news of using
The Cosmic Language with whole brain awareness becomes known, so
that nothing is impossible.
A person who requires greater maturity, equilibrium and character, is
carefully guided through preparation and growth; otherwise, harm could
occur.
As proper maturity is gained, talented and gifted children of all ages
are inspired and helped to use
The Language of Light as a means of

joining individual consciousness with Divine Consciousness
to manifest Heaven on Earth, in any and all situations where inner
guidance so directs.
According to each persons degree of maturity and equilibrium,
we inspire the realization of the meditations of the cosmic language,
and
carefully guide and protect as the powers of the divine virtues are
brought through.
The cosmic language is a whole brain language.
To s peak the cosmic language, all four brainwaves are used
simultaneously to produce a complete
multidimensional sine wave that manifests divine virtues on four planes
of being-will, thoughts, emotions, and sensations.
Divine virtues are thereby first produced in the microcosm of the inner
world during meditation and then,
with the breath, visualized as entering the macrocosm of the outer
world.
This means they are produced in a
persons own being-will, mind, emotions, and sensations and then
enlivened in the outer universe.
The use of the cosmic language in World Service is a way that a person
walks in the footsteps of the masters.
All that I do, ye shall do and more.

Each letter represents a divine virtue and has a color, a meaning,
emotions, the sound of its letter , a musical tone, a sensation, and a part
of the body temple that was created by it.
The most important part of meditation on a divine virtue is to go into a
state of pure being and unity
with Divine Being and all creation.

This is done in a deep Delta brainwave state that corresponds to the
consciousness of a tiny infant
or deep dreamless sleep.
In this state, Divine Mind is accessed
and a person enlivens a divine virtue through its color, through

visualizing its light.
In addition to this, the idea of a virtue is contemplated in the Theta
brainwave state of deep inner thought.
Then, in the alpha state of flowing emotions, the virtue is felt.
These divine emotions are empowered by toning the letter to its proper
musical note, inwardly or outwardly.
Find a musical instrument so that you can play each note as you study
the letters.
Take your time. We are helping you every step of the way.
Emotions express on sound, which is why it is important in meditation
to combine the
emotions of the divine virtue with the sound of its letter in the musical
note that belongs to it.
As you have learned through exercises such as The Tibetan Exercise of
Paradox, that which is visualized, contemplated, felt and sensed in the
imagination should seem very real.
The visualized light, concepts, emotionsand sensations of each divine
virtue is practiced in the whole body, then in the elemental region, and
then in the organ that is made from it.
The elemental regions are:
All fire letters are to be imagined shining as tiny powerful suns in
their respective colors, creating the sensation of warmth and expansion
in the head region,
which is imagined as an infinite space.
All air letters are imagined as shining tiny suns in their respective
colors, creating the sensation of ease and relaxation, in the area of the
lungs .
All water letters are imagined as shining tiny suns in their
respective colors, creating coolness turning into chill, in the abdomen
seen as a hollow space.
All earth letters*are imagined as shining tiny suns in their respective
colors, creating weight, in the leg region.
For example, with the letter A, which is pronounced as a soft A, as in
ahhh,
vividly imagine a bright light blue sun in the lung region,
shining first throughout the whole body, then in the lung area, creating
a sensation of ease and relaxation.
Contemplate infinite wisdom and enlightenment. Next, flow with
emotions
of wisdom and enlightenment and hum AHHHH in the musical note of G
to enliven these emotions.
To enliven these emotions in the astral body,
humm inwardly, to enliven them in the physical world, humm this out
loud.
With the out breath, imagine the light blue light of wisdom and
enlightenment passing through the pores of the skin over the lungs to
the outer world, according to inner guidance.
You may imagine it in a place, in an object, or anywhere, including the
entire universe.
Then, with the in breath, see this light blue light coming back in to fill
whatever inner guidance directs. This may be the lungs, or even all of
inner space.

Keep the rhythm of the breath natural, and be sure to dissolve the light
in the body when the meditation is over so that the elemental balance of
the body is not over stimulated
in any area or put out of balance.
A most important aspect of meditation is attunement to the meaning of
the divine virtue itself, which in the case of letter A, soft A, is infinite
wisdom and enlightenment,
the purity of all original ideas in
divine mind.The more time that is spent on attunement in deep inward
thought, the better.
With practice, the sun in the light blue color shining in the lungs, the
meaning,
the emotions and the ahhh sound in the key of G along with
the sensations of ease, pop into mind automatically whenever
you wish to manifest wisdom and enlightenment.
This ease is made possible because the mechanical part of the brain
learns to do things automatically without thinking, like typing, driving,
or walking.
The mechanical brain even learns to do the
meditations on the divine virtues and their letters effortlessly and
expertly over time.
With each practice session, identification with infinite wisdom with its
four level aspects
of being-will, mind, emotions, and sensations
deepens until eventually the spirit, mind, emotions, and body are
permanently bonded
and united with this Divine Virtue.
Whenever this virtue is desired in oneself, or another, or the universe,
it is easily produced in this whole brain manner with the breath.
As this happens, the letter A is 'mastered'.
In truth the depth of
union with the virtue of Divine Wisdom and Enlightenment of letter A
increases to infinity.
We continually inspire this process of expansion.
The next step in the cosmic language is to master umlaut A, ae, then
letter B, and then C,
and so forth through the entire alphabet.
Since the same skills and brainwaves apply equally to all the letters,
once the first letter is mastered, all the others are mastered more
easily.
Remember, skill increases so that every time a letter and its divine
virtue is desired, the mind automatically attunes to it.
This is a level of Divine bliss and ecstasy that continually stimulates the
endocrine system to produce chemicals that prevent aging and bring
eternal youth.
In such a way, the power to produce miracles is attained.
Master single letters first, then join two or three together or more.
Two or more letters joined together form a mantra of great power.
For instance, suppose you join the letters A and H.

First you would meditate on the light blue sun shining in the lungs.
Contemplate infinite wisdom filling all of inner and outer space with
flowing emotions of enlightenment, with a sense of ease.
Make the soft ahhh sound in the key of G.
After that you meditate on a silvery violet sun in the head region filling
all of inner and outer space,
with emphasis on the mental level,
with the Power of the Word, the flowing emotions of this power, and the
sensations of warmth and expansion.
Make the tone of letter H in the key of A.
The practical consequence of this letter combination is the influence
of divine intuition, on oneself and on others.
In particular, frightened people who think themselves surrounded by
enemies and are therefore
oppressed and haunted, may be cured and freed by the application of
these two letters.
Also, people who believe that they are being wronged
may be enlightened by this energy so that they will realize a higher
wisdom and purpose behind everything that has happened.

With practice, letters can be added together to form whole words.
As you progress, we inspire you with powerful letter combinations that
create the miracles to manifest the deepest desires of your heart in
alignment with inner guidance from Divine Providence.
Do not be afraid but rejoice,
this is your destiny as a Child of The Divine, a Child who is made in the
image of the Creator.

The names of the heavenly hosts, when used this way, help a Child of
Light to merge individual consciousness with the consciousness of the
heavenly hosts.
MIRACLES

Hatuny
HThe power of the word.
AWisdom and enlightenment, the original purity of all ideas in Divine
Mind.
Umlaut A, aepurification, the mysteries of life and death and
transformation, release of imperfection for change
TH igh inspiration.
UThe creative act and is on going effects, its karma.
NSupreme happiness.
YThe rhythm of life and its relations.

Here is a brief summary of the letters and their divine virtues:
A[ soft A as in ahhh] All wisdom and enlightenment, light blue with a
sense of ease,
the musical note G, use to heal the lungs
BU niversal life and polarity in all its forms, light violet with a sense of
weight, musical note A, use to heal the right eye
CThe Eucharist in all its forms, the virtue of self spiritualization,
vermilion with warmth and a sense of ease,
musical note D, use to heal the stomach
DM ysteries of the art of creation, dark blue with a feeling of warmth,
musical note C, use to heal the right ear
Ethe omnipresence of Universal Consciousness, dark violet with a

feeling of penetrating all, musical note D,
use to heal the spine
FLegality, which IS harmony, of all visible worlds, light green with a
feeling of weight, musical note F sharp,
use to heal the left hand
GDivine Grace and Mercy in all its aspects, deep grass green with a
feeling of coolness, musical note F, use to heal the left eye
HThe power of the word, which is the cosmic language, silvery violet
with a feeling of warmth, musical note A,
use to heal the right arm
ChThe virtue of clarity and perfect purity, light violet with a feeling of
coolness, musical note D Sharp, use to heal the left leg
IThe law of cause and effect, light opal with a feeling of weight, musical
note G, use to heal the left kidney
JThe highest all-embracing cosmic love, dark opal with a feeling of
coolness,
musical note G Sharp, use to heal the diaphragm-midriff
KThe Virtue of omnipotence, silvery blue with a feeling of warmth,
musical note B, use to heal the left ear
LThe Virtue of Majesty and splendor, all of the divine virtues taken
together, dark green shining olive color with a feeling of ease,
musical note F, use to heal the spleen, to bring vitality, youth, and
immortality.
M.Original Water principle of emotions, flowing, fluidity, change and
magnetism, blue-green with a sense of coolness,
musical note D, use to heal the abdominal area
NThe highest state of happiness, dark red with a sense of coolness,
musical note A, use to heal the liver
OThe Virtue of Justice as an original principal, ultramarine blue with a
feeling of weight, musical note C,
use to heal the throat and windpipe area
PThe longing for spiritual progress and perfection, dark gray with a
sense of weight, musical note B, use to heal the right nostril
Qin Quaballah Q is the same as K---refer to K
R Independence and Freedom, golden light with a feeling of ease,
musical note C, use to heal the left nostril
SAll penetrating power which is original fire [will], purple with a
reddish tint with a feeling of warmth,
musical note G sharp, use to heal the gall bladder
Sch combines both omnipotence and all-penetrating power and is the
original light, blazing red with a feeling of warmth,
musical note C, use to heal the brain
TH igh inspiration, brownish black light with a sense of warmth, musical
note F, use to heal the right kidney
UThe original source of everything, velvet black light with a feeling of
penetrating everything,
musical note B, use to heal the pancreas
V in Quaballah is the same as F -refer to F
WC osmic intuition, lilac with a feeling of coolness, musical note G, use
to heal the gut
Xin Quaballah X is seen as a combination of E,K,and S
Y [ue} umlaut UThe origin of the rhythm of life, pink light with a feeling
of weight penetrating everything,
musical note C sharp, use to heal the heart
Z.Highest intellectual faculties, ability to remember everything learned
in all lifetimes, light yellow with a feeling of ease,
musical note G, use to heal the heart
Umlaut A {ae]Origin and mystery of life and death and transformation,
loamy brown with a feeling of weight,
musical note C, use to heal the lower colon
Umlaut O {eu]*The most Profound Divine Cognition, which is based on
the most profound Divine Love, dark orange light with a feeling of
weight penetrating everything, musical note D sharp, use to heal the
testicles and ovaries. If healing the ovaries, heal the left ovary first then
the right.
Sch...Original unmanifest Divine Will, blazing red with the sensation of

heat and expansion.
The entire brain is made from it.
Miracles!

Footnotes
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root, of three
of the world's religions: Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from THE PRACTICE
OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE
QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany. These books have very important
information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law over all laws in all
dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
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